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Abstract T cells bearing ab receptors recognize antigenic peptides bound to class I and
class II glycoproteins encoded in the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). Cytotoxic
and helper T cells respond respectively to peptide antigens derived from endogenous
sources presented by MHC class I, and exogenous sources presented by MHC II, on
antigen presenting cells. Differences in the MHC class I and class II structures and their
maturation pathways have evolved to optimize antigen presentation to their respective
T cells. A main focus of our laboratory is on efforts to understand molecular events in
processing of antigen for presentation by MHC class II. The different stages of MHC class
II—interactions with molecular chaperons involved in folding and traffic from the ER
through the antigen-loading compartments, peptide exchange, and transport to the cell
surface have been investigated. Through intense research on biophysical and biochemical
properties of MHC class II molecules, we have learned that the conformational heterogeneity of MHC class II induced upon binding to different peptides is a key regulator in
antigen presentation and epitope selection, and a determinant of the ability of MHC class II
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to participate in peptide association or dissociation and interaction with the peptide editor
HLA-DM.
Keywords MHC class II  Kinetics  Conformational heterogeneity 
Immunodominance  H-bonds  Peptide-receptive conformation

Kinetic and conformational heterogeneity of MHC class II heterodimers
The crystallographic structure of the MHC class I and class II proteins have led many
immunologists to view MHC molecules as possessing fully formed binding sites into
which suitable peptides fit. In reality, however, MHC molecules are structurally unstable
under physiological conditions without the bound peptides [1]. Our laboratory has long
been working on the kinetics and structural variability of MHC class II proteins interacting
with peptides and/or accessory proteins and chaperons in antigen processing. The overall
conclusion resulting from nearly two decades of work by us and many other laboratories
could be said to be that the conformation of the MHC class II molecule is an important
factor in determining its ability to participate in peptide association or dissociation [2–10].
Binding of peptide to MHC class II involves several conformational changes; among these
is a short-lived ‘‘peptide-receptive’’ conformation [11–13] to which peptide can bind with
rapid and monophasic kinetics. We suggest that the conformational instability of the
peptide-binding groove of MHC class II is mother nature’s design of choice for serving the
optimal goal of exogenous antigen capture and its presentation to CD4 T cells.
Our first observations indicating that binding of peptides to MHC class II molecules
was a complex process and involved multiple kinetic steps was published in 1989 [4].
Using the pigeon cytochrome-c peptide pCytc(88–104) and I-Ek reconstituted in planar
lipid bilayers on glass slides, as it was established in Harden McConnell’s laboratory
[14], we investigated the kinetics of peptide-MHC reactions. We reported formation of
two types of IEk-pCytc peptide complexes; one complex had slow apparent association
and dissociation kinetics, very similar to those reported for the chicken ovalbumin
peptide and I-Ad [15], and the second complex formed and dissociated about a hundred
times more rapidly. The short-lived complex was reported as a kinetic intermediate in the
formation of the long-lived complex [4]. The idea of complex kinetic behavior instigated
conformational complexity or heterogeneity in binding and dissociation of peptide/MHC
complexes.
Work from McConnell’s laboratory demonstrated that dissociation of peptides from
MHC class II induced a ‘‘floppy’’ conformation that was different from the ‘‘compact’’
conformation of most purified MHC class II molecules and was detected by a simple SDS–
PAGE gel assay when the samples were not boiled (Gentle SDS–PAGE, as we like to call
it) [8, 16]. A follow-up of those experiments demonstrated that at low pH of endosomal
compartments (5.00–6.00) a brief exposure to the appropriate peptide promoted formation
of compact, SDS-resistant conformation in proportion to stably bound peptide, indicating
that peptide was important in determining class II MHC structure [2, 3]. Our results also
indicated that efficient generation of long-lived peptide/class II complexes involves two
stages: initial conditioning of MHC class II in an acidic environment, forming a floppy
MHC that enhanced the ability of class II to enter a compact conformation, upon binding to
specific peptides [3]. Those data demonstrated that MHC class II molecules required
peptides for proper folding and that the binding of peptide induced conformational changes
in MHC II molecules and made them resistant to denaturation in the presence of SDS.
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The terms SDS-stable or compact MHC versus SDS-sensitive, or floppy MHC heterodimers, became standard terminologies in immunology since.
Gentle SDS–PAGE assay provided a convenient tool for exploring the MHC class II
cellular trafficking and antigen processing. Different conformations of MHC class II molecules from synthesis to maturation within APCs were pioneered by Germain’s and Watts’
laboratories [17, 18]. The results demonstrated striking parallels between the findings using
purified molecules, and the events taking place within antigen presenting cells, as newly
synthesized MHC molecules migrated as peptide-free SDS-sensitive chains, while the
mature peptide loaded MHC II appeared as compact heterodimers [17]. Extension of these
findings to other antigens and MHC alleles generated a wealth of knowledge and enable
mapping of different steps in trafficking of MHC class II, dissociation of newly synthesized
MHC II from invariant chain Ii, exchange of Ii peptide (CLIP) with antigenic peptides and
the localization of all the components of antigen processing to certain high density vesicular
compartment called MIIC are some of the application of this simple SDS–PAGE assay.
Further investigation toward understanding the correlations between the kinetics and
structural forms of MHC class II suggested that the early kinetic form was a necessary step
in preserving MHC class II viability [5]. Using soluble HLA-DR1 molecules as a model,
we showed that the two kinetic and structural forms of MHC class II were linked. Insect
cell-derived HLA-DR1 class II molecules showed fast occupancy with rapidly dissociating
peptide while remaining sensitive to SDS-induced chain dissociation. The same DR1
molecules slowly and quantitatively formed long-lived complexes resistant to SDSinduced denaturation. Surprisingly, low-affinity interaction with peptide protects class II
from denaturation at physiological temperature, a finding that helped with understanding
the role of invariant chain in the intracellular behavior of class II molecules [5, 19, 20].

The biochemical mechanism of SDS stability
Despite the benefits of using the SDS stability assay, an understanding of its biochemical
mechanism was lacking. To assess the mechanism of complex stability to SDS-induced
MHC class II chain dissociation, we used the well-characterized HLA-DR1 molecule.
Pocket 1(P1) of DR1 plays the most important role in the peptide interactions, as shown by
binding studies [21] and x-ray crystal structures of DR1/HA306–318 [22] and DR1/A2 [23].
P1 is a deep pocket lined with a series of hydrophobic residues that constitute about 85% of
the solvent accessible area. The P1 anchor residues, Tyr308 in HA306–318 peptide and
Trp307 in A2 peptide, are almost completely buried in pocket 1. A strong preference of
pocket 1 for the aromatic side chain residues (Tyr, Trp, Phe) has been reported [21, 24].
Long aliphatic side chains (Met, Leu, Ile, Val) also bind, although less efficiently [24]. In
SDS–PAGE experiments with HLA-DR1, only the peptides that had aromatic or long
aliphatic side chains as the P1 anchor were able to form SDS-stable complexes [25–27]. Our
experiments with several HA306–318-derived peptides indicated that hydrophobic interactions between the P1 residues and the bulky P1 anchor and the resulting burial of these
residues were primarily responsible for SDS stability [28]. To further explore whether the
SDS sensitivity was primarily due to the exposed hydrophobic regions, we mutated residue
DR1b86Gly at the bottom of P1 to Tyr, presumably reducing the depth of the pocket and the
exposure of hydrophobic residues and increasing the contacts between the MHC II alpha
and beta chains that form P1. In direct contrast to wild-type DR1, the peptide-free mutant
DR1 existed as a stable a/b heterodimer in SDS. Moreover, the presence of a smaller
hydrophobic residue, such as Ala, as P1 anchor with no contribution from any other anchor
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was sufficient to enhance the SDS stability of the mutant complexes, demonstrating that the
basis of SDS resistance may be localized to P1 interactions [6]. Knowing that SDS primarily
binds to hydrophobic regions of proteins, and that incompletely folded proteins, as intermediates in the folding pathway, are often characterized by the presence of exposed nonpolar patches, it is reasonable to predict that the incompletely folded nascent MHC class II
molecules should be SDS-sensitive, as shown to be the case [28].

A peptide-receptive conformation generated by dissociation of low-affinity
MHC/peptide complex
The findings described above laid the foundation for further investigation of the biological
significance of different conformations for MHC class II [6, 28]. Having learned that
substituting P1 anchor residue of HA306–318 to alanine would convert it to a poor binding
peptide with dissociation rates orders of magnitude faster, and whose complexes with HLADR1 resemble a kinetic intermediate, we took on a study to address the impacts of short-lived
complexes on formation of long-lived complexes. We first used low-affinity variants of
HA306–318, which lacked the principal anchor, to generate nascent DR1 molecules in correct
conformations. A new fluorescence assay that enabled simultaneous detection of two different peptide complexes indicated that this nascent molecule formed a stable complex with
the high affinity HA peptide at the same rate at which it was generated. Rigorous kinetic
analyses indicated that the stable peptide-binding reaction had to be extremely rapid, almost
spontaneous with peptide dissociation, to result in single exponential kinetic rates similar to
the dissociation rate of the short-lived complex. The rate of complex formation was the same
whether HA was in stoichiometric concentration or 30-fold excess relative to DR1. This
apparent lack of concentration dependence could result from an extremely fast intrinsic
peptide-binding rate, further evidence for the near spontaneity of this reaction. These data
suggest that the MHC molecules exist in at least two different conformations with respect to
their peptide-binding ability: one very receptive to binding, and the other not receptive to
binding [11].
From what we discussed above, it became clear that the rate-limiting step in the formation of stable peptide/MHC complexes occurred in the generation of a receptive class II
conformation [11, 12]. A receptive conformation could be created when a resident peptide
dissociated. At this time, a second peptide could bind class II nearly spontaneously and
stoichiometrically. However, the receptive molecule was flexible with a very short halflife, and in the absence of any free peptide, rapidly reverted to a ‘‘closed’’, slow peptidebinding conformation [11]. From this understanding of events in peptide binding and the
MHC class II groove flexibility a clear role for the class II invariant chain peptide, CLIP, as
a surrogate short-lived peptide for shaping of MHC class II emerged. In peptide-loading
compartments, CLIP dissociates, leaving a receptive groove ‘‘open’’ for efficient peptide
binding. This is in agreement with previous findings that empty soluble DR1 molecules
aggregate in the absence of peptides [19, 29], or invariant chains [30], and with the
speculations on the role for the invariant chain [31].

Relevance of different MHC class II conformations to HLA-DM function
HLA-DM had been shown to have a role in enhancing of the peptide loading and or
exchange of peptides. However, despite its discovery for near a decade, the mechanism of
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its action had remained a mystery. It was not clear how HLA-DM could dissociate some
peptide/MHC complexes but not the others. Our previously described DR1bG86Y, which
remained permanently in receptive or ‘‘open’’ form partially resembled wild-type DR1 in
complex with a peptide that had tyrosine as the main anchor. The molecule was rigid and
open, and thus could bind and dissociate peptides efficiently. As DM seems to be involved
in class II peptide-loading processes, we considered different conformations of MHC as
potential ligands for DM. By probing kinetic and conformational intermediates of the wildtype, and DR1bG86Y/peptide complexes, and examining their reactivity with DM, we
proposed that DM recognizes and targets the flexible hydrophobic pocket 1 of DR1 and
converts the molecule into a peptide-receptive conformation. However, a more rigid
conformation, generated upon filling of pocket 1, was less susceptible to DM effects [32].
We found out that the key to this discrimination was in the recognition of differences in
conformation of MHC molecules bound to different peptides. When peptides that bound to
MHC molecules and induced a conformation that was rather flexible, such as CLIP, or
peptides with small P1 anchor residues, the complex was recognized by HLA-DM, which
catalyzed their dissociation. In contrast, when a peptide formed complexes that had
compact conformation, DM did not recognize them as targets and did not interact with and
hence did not dissociate them. Independent reports from other investigators in the field
were in agreement with those conclusions [13, 33–38].

HLA-DM effector function
The observations described above supported the notion that DM had a recognition
mechanism for its targets based on the conformation of the target [32]. However, the
effector mechanism remained to be discovered. In an effort to address the effector
mechanism, we generated a second mutant DR1 [39]. Hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) are
known to be formed between conserved amino acids of the MHC II molecules and the
backbone of the bound peptide [22, 23, 40, 41]. Wilson et al. [42] have shown that by
mutating two acidic residues to amides in the core of the H-bond network in I-Ek, the
kinetics of peptide exchange was enhanced at low pH. McFarland et al. reported that by
mutating bHis 81 to Asn, the stability of peptide/I-Ad was reduced [43]. Saito et al. [44]
demonstrated that the formation of H-bonds between bHis81 of I-Ek and peptides significantly contributed to the thermal stability of the complex. However, the possibility that
H-bonds could play a role in DM effector function had not been demonstrated. We
hypothesized that upon recognition of a suitable MHC II P1 pocket structure, DM causes
conformational changes that result in the breaking of one or more H-bonds formed between
the peptide backbone and the MHC II groove, destabilizing the bound peptide.
The mutant DR1bH81N molecule appeared functional in all respects tested, e.g. complexes of DR1bH81N-HA306–318 and DR1bH81N-CLIP were SDS stable and migrated similar
to DR1wt complexes on a gel; also, DR1bH81N bound peptides with association curves
similar to DR1wt. However, these complexes dissociated very rapidly and independent of
peptide sequence. The rates of dissociation of these complexes were similar to the
accelerated dissociation rates seen with DR1wt/peptide complexes in the presence of DM,
and DM completely failed to accelerate the dissociation rate of DR1bH81N/peptide complexes. This was not due to a lack of recognition of complexes by DM, because we
observed that the physical interaction of DM with DR1bH81N in solution was normal and
DM could still mediate conversion DR1bH81N into a peptide-receptive conformation,
allowing for quicker binding to peptide. Finally, we generated a compensatory mutant
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DR1bH81N/bV85H that potentially reintroduced an appropriate His-mediated H-bond with
peptide (i.e. a possible target for DM), and we observed that with DR1bH81N/bV85H/peptide
complexes, DM-mediated peptide dissociation from the MHC II molecule was reconstituted [39].
We propose that the DR1bH81N molecule with the perturbed H-bond represents a ‘‘post
DM effected’’ transitional state; this may explain why peptides dissociated from this
mutant with DM-mediated kinetics even in the absence of DM, and why the addition of
DM had no further effect. We suggested that DM effects peptide/MHC II complex dissociation by a ‘‘hit-and-run’’ mechanism, where a transient interaction between DM and
DR1 causes a conformational change in DR1 leading to the perturbation of the b81His
H-bond, and this results in destabilization of bound peptide [39, 45]. It is noteworthy that
DM generates but does not stabilize and maintain the peptide-receptive conformation of
MHC class II in the absence of peptides (Fig. 1) [46].
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Fig. 1 A model for heterogeneity of MHC class II conformations as the basis for DM recognition its
effector function. A newly synthesized MHC class II, or DR1, molecule, occupied here by a peptide that
does not fill Pocket 1, is in a ‘floppy’ or ‘open,’ DM-sensitive conformation (1). DM can interact transiently
with the molecule by using the proposed ‘hit-and-run’ mechanism [39, 46] and can induce local
conformational changes that lead to break in the b81His hydrogen bond between the peptide and DR1,
resulting in the release of peptide (2). This generates a peptide-receptive DR1 (3), upon which several events
might follow. The molecule can bind another peptide that is similar to the one described above and can then
go through another round of DM-mediated dissociation (steps 1 and 2). Alternatively, in the absence of
peptide, the DR1 molecule might close and become inactive over time under physiological conditions (4).
The empty DR1 might now be rescued by a DM ‘hit’ to generate the peptide-receptive form again (4’).
Finally, if DR1 binds a peptide that fills P1, the molecule then changes to a tight, DM-insensitive
conformation (5). DM cannot interact productively with this complex, and the DR1 bound to peptide is
exported to the cell surface (6)
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We suggest that these two mutants (DR1bH81N and DRbG86Y) reveal the basis of the
recognition and the effector functions of DM, and that this two-step functionality of DM
may explain some of the earlier data. Depending on sequence, various peptide side
chains will fit differently into the peptide-binding groove of MHC class II molecules,
resulting in slightly different peptide-MHC class II conformations. While this may result
in variable kinetic stabilities of the complexes, we propose that the actual criterion and a
true predictor for DM recognition are the conformation of the complex, which is independent of its intrinsic kinetic stability. If DM recognizes and interacts with the peptide/
MHC complex, it mediates its effector function, which is to generate an open peptidereceptive conformation. This opening up of the groove weakens the H-bonds between
MHC class II and peptide, allowing for rapid dissociation. If there is a peptide in the
milieu, it can now bind rapidly, otherwise the groove of MHC class II will close, as the
lifetime of this intermediate is quite short [11, 46]. The molecule stays as such until
another transient interaction with DM occurs. We suspect that empty MHC class II is
conformationally similar to a ‘‘DM susceptible’’ complex [7] (Fig. 1). This may explain
why DM can also interact with empty MHC class II molecules and convert them into a
receptive conformation, allowing for rapid peptide binding. Once a peptide binds that
converts MHC class II into a compact DM-insensitive conformation, DM can no longer
recognize and interact with the molecule and is ineffective in mediating peptide
dissociation.

Similarities with Tapasin function
Intriguingly, Tapasin, a chaperon for peptide loading to MHC class I, has been shown to
follow a similar mechanism for its function in selecting peptides for presentation by MHC
class I [45, 47]. Both TPN and DM stabilize peptide-deficient MHC molecules. The
stabilizing effect ensures that the antigen groove is maintained in a conformation receptive
to capturing candidate peptides. TPN and DM act by opening the antigen-binding groove
of MHC molecules, allowing for MHC to scan for a good fitting peptide at a faster rate.
Equally striking, TPN and DM catalyze the exchange of peptides by disrupting conserved
hydrogen bonds between peptides and MHC residues. Finally, once MHC class I and class
II molecules have captured optimal peptides, both molecules undergo conformational
changes that render them insensitive to further productive interactions with TPN and DM,
respectively. Thus, despite differences in structure, molecular chaperones and maturation
pathways, MHC class I and class II molecules seem to be subjected to similar and stringent
peptide-selection processes that ultimately influence the repertoire presented at the cell
surface. As such, an MHC molecule would have to bind to a large number of peptide
sequences of a given protein antigen, but only a small subset of these peptides can impart
conformational changes in MHC/peptide complexes that render the newly formed complexes insensitive to TPN or DM. Thus, the observation that both MHC class I and class II
antigen processing systems are regulated by very similar molecular mechanisms presents a
powerful argument for its validity.
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